1.

Amiri Baraka, “Why’s/Wise 1” (1985)

(SINGING) “Nobody knows the trouble I seen. Nobody knows.”
“Wise 1. If you ever find yourself somewhere lost and surrounded by enemies who won't
let you speak in your own language, who destroy your statues and instruments, who ban
your oom boom ba boom, then you are in trouble. Deep trouble. They ban your oom
boom ba boom, you in deep, deep trouble. Probably take you several hundred years to
get out.”
2.

Elizabeth Bishop, “In the Waiting Room” (1976)

This poem is called "In the Waiting Room."
“In Worcester, Massachusetts, I went with Aunt Consuelo to keep her dentist
appointment. Sat and waited for her in the dentist's waiting room. It was winter. It got
dark early.
The waiting room was full of grown-up people, arctics and overcoats, lamps, and
magazines. My aunt was inside what seemed like a long time. And while I waited, I read
The National Geographic. I could read. And carefully studied the photographs. The
inside of a volcano, black and full of ashes. Then it was spilling over in rivulets of fire.
Osa and Martin Johnson dressed in riding breeches, laced boots and pith helmets. A
dead man slung on a pole—‘Long Pig’ the caption said.
Babies with pointed heads wound round and round with string. Black naked women with
necks wound round and round with wire, like the necks of light bulbs. Their breasts were
horrifying. I read it right straight through. I was too shy to stop.
And then I looked at the cover, the yellow margins, the date. Suddenly, from inside came
and ‘Oh’ of pain-- Aunt Consuelo's voice. Not very loud or long. I wasn't at all surprised.
Even then I knew she was a foolish, timid woman.
I might have been embarrassed, but wasn't. What took me completely by surprise was
that it was me, my voice and my mouth. Without thinking at all, I was my foolish aunt. I,
we, were falling, falling. Our eyes glued to the cover of The National Geographic,
February 1918.
I said to myself, three days and you'll be seven years old. I was saying it to stop the
sensation of falling off the round, turning world into cold, blue-black space. But I felt: you
are an I. You are an Elizabeth. You're one of them. Why should you be one too?
I scarcely dared to look to see what it was I was. I gave a sidelong glance. I couldn't look
any higher at shadowy gray knees, trousers, and skirts, and boots, and different pairs of
hands lying under the lamps.
I knew that nothing stranger had ever happened. Nothing stranger could ever happen.
Why should I be my aunt, or me, or anyone? What similarities-- boots, hands, the family
voice that I felt in my throat, or even National Geographic and those awful hanging
breasts held us all together or made us all just one. How-- I didn't know any word for it--

how unlikely. How did I come to be here, like them? And over here, a cry of pain that
could have got loud and worse, but hadn't.
The waiting room was bright and too hot. It was sliding beneath the big black wave,
another and another. Then I was back in it. The war was on. Outside, in Worcester,
Massachusetts, were night, and slush, and cold. And it was still the 5th of February,
1918.”
[APPLAUSE]
3.

Natalie Diaz, “American Arithmetic” (2020)

Natalie Diaz:
American Arithmetic. Native Americans make up less than 1% of the population of
America, 0.8% of 100%. Oh mine efficient country. I do not remember the days before
America. I do not remember the days when we were all here.
Police kill Native Americans more than any other race. Race is a funny word. Race
implies someone will win, implies I have as good a chance of winning as-- who wins the
race that isn't a race?
Native Americans make up 1.9% of all police killings, higher per capita than any race.
Sometimes race means run. I'm not good at math. Can you blame me? I've had an
American education. We are Americans, and we are less than 1% of Americans. We do
a better job of dying by police than we do existing. When we are dying, who should we
call, the police, or our senator? Please, someone call my mother.
At the National Museum of the American Indian, 68% of the collection is from the United
States. I am doing my best to not become a museum of myself. I am doing my best to
breathe in and out. I am begging, let me be lonely, but not invisible.
But in an American room of 100 people I am Native American, less than one, less than
whole, I am less than myself, only a fraction of a body. Let's say I am only a hand, and
when I slip it beneath the shirt of my lover, I disappear completely. Gracias.

4.

Robert Frost, “The Road Not Taken” (1962)

“Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, and sorry I could not travel both and be one
traveler, long I stood and looked down one as far as I could to where it bent in the
undergrowth, then took the other, as just as fair, and having perhaps the better claim,
because it was grassy and wanted wear, there as for that the passing there had worn
them really about the same, and both that morning equally lay in leaves no step had
trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day! Yet knowing how way leads on to way, I doubted if I
should ever come back. I shall be telling this with a sigh somewhere ages and ages

hence, two roads diverged in a wood, and I-- I took the one less traveled by, and that has
made all the difference.”
Good night.
5.

Allen Ginsberg (and the Fugs), “Do the Meditation Rock “(1986)

“Do the Meditation Rock: Instructions for Sitting Practice of Meditation.”
[MUSIC]
“If you want to learn how to meditate I'll tell you how, cause it's never too late. I'll tell you
how cause I can't wait. It's just that great that it's never too late.
If you are an old fraud like me or a lama who lives in eternity, the first thing you do when
you meditate is keep your spine, your backbone straight. Sit yourself down on a pillow on
the ground or sit in a chair if the ground isn't there, if the ground isn't there, if the ground
isn't there, sit where you are if the ground isn't there.
Do the meditation, do the meditation, do the meditation, do the meditation. Learn a little
patience and generosity. [MUSIC]
I fought the Dharma and the Dharma won. [MUSIC]
Follow your breath out, open your eyes. Sit there steady and sit there wise. Follow your
breath right out of your nose, follow it out wherever it goes. Follow your breath, but don't
hang on to the thought of your death in old Saigon.
Follow your breath. When thought-forms rise, whatever you think, it's a big surprise. It's a
big surprise. It's a big surprise. Whatever you think, it's a big surprise.
Do the meditation. Do the meditation. Do the meditation. Do the meditation. Learn a little
patience and generosity generosity generosity generosity yeah generosity. [MUSIC]
All you've got to do is to imitate. You're sitting meditating and it's never too late. When
thoughts catch up but your breath goes on, you don't have to drop your nuclear bomb.
boom boom boom boom bum boom-boom boom boom ba-boom-ba ba boom-boom
boom
If you see a vision come, say hello, goodbye. You can go with your only eye. When you
see a holocaust, you can reverse your mind. It just went fast with the winter wind.
Do the meditation, do the meditation. Do the meditation. Do the meditation. Learn a little
patience and generosity. duh-duh duh-duh duh-duh duh-duh-duh dum-da-dum Learn a
little patience and generosity.
When you see apocalypse in a long red car or a flying saucer, sit where you are. If you
feel a little bliss, don't worry about that. Give your wife a kiss when your tire goes flat.
When your tire goes flat, when your tire goes flat, keep your hard-on under your hat.
If you can't think straight and you don't know who to call, it's never too late to do nothing
at all. Do nothing at all. Do nothing at all. It's never too late to do nothing at all.

Do the meditation, follow your breath, so your body and your mind get together for a rest.
Get together for a rest, get together for a rest. Relax your mind, get together for a rest.
Do the meditation, do the meditation, do the meditation, do the meditation. Learn a little
patience and generosity, generosity, generosity, generosity, yeah generosity. [MUSIC]
If you sit for an hour or a minute every day, you can tell the superpower to sit the same
way. You can tell the superpower to watch and to wait. And there's nothing that'll take ya.
Never too late. It's never too late. It's never too late to tell the superpower to stop and
meditate. No, it's never too late. It's never too late to tell the superpower to stop and
meditate.
Do the meditation, do the meditation, do the meditation, do the meditation. Learn a little
patience and generosity.
Get yourself together lots of energy and learn a little patience and generosity.
Generosity, generosity, generosity, yeah, generosity.
Do the meditation, do the meditation, do the meditation, do the meditation. Learn a little
patience and generosity. Generosity, generosity, generosity, yeah generosity, generosity,
generosity, generosity, yeah generosity.” [APPLAUSE]
6.

Amanda Gorman, “Note” and “Old Jim Crow Got to Go” (2020)

Amanda Gorman:
I'm only going to read two poems and they're actually quite short. And the reason I'm
reading them and keeping them brief is because they actually come from very long
histories, which I would love to talk about today since it's my favorite month, Black
History Month. Woo! Woo! So I thought I'd talk about black people and black history.
The first poem I'm going to read is actually an erasure poem. And it concerns Phillis
Wheatley, who, if you didn't know, was the first African-American to publish a book of
poetry. She was actually an African slave who was brought here to Massachusetts,
Boston, actually, around the age of-- from the records, people are guessing eight or nine,
and around the age of 12 she actually started publishing poetry.
Keep in mind that she had come to the States without speaking any English. And by the
time she was younger than me she could read the classics, she could read Latin, she
was publishing in her work. Now, this brought forth a very interesting question for the
white supremacist structure that was organizing at that time which is to say, how can this
young, skinny, sickly-looking, black teenager be writing these poems?
To the point that she was actually brought to a tribunal in front of 18 white men, many of
whom were graduates of this very university, so they could interrogate her and see if she
actually had authored her poems. We don't know what happened in the room where it
happened, but we know that by the time she left that space she had come out with a
declaration signed by the 18 intellectuals at the time saying she indeed had authored her
poems.

This was not enough, though, for someone by the name of Thomas Jefferson, who, in
1785 published what's called Notes on the State of Virginia. And the idea that a founding
father who was then running a slave state would dedicate part of his treatise on slavery
to addressing a black female slave was incredible. To the point that he had to say, I
cannot defend slavery unless I can prove that Phillis Wheatley's credit does not count.
And so I decided to look to Notes on the State of Virginia and erase some of Thomas
Jefferson's words in the same way that he erased the contributions of Phillis Wheatley.
So this is an eraser poem of the paragraph in which he addresses Phillis.
But I find a black above narration. See an elementary trait of painting, or sculpture, more
generally whites with accurate ears have been found capable of imagining. Whether they
will be the composition of a more extensive composition is complicated and yet to be
proved. Often, most poetry is misery enough. God knows no poetry. Love the poets.
Their love is ardent. Its senses only imagination. Indeed, a Phillis Wheatley, a poet,
published under her name, dignity.
I'm going to read a second poem. And this one I wrote-- I want to say freshman year.
Wow, throw back! And it was when The New York Times asked me to write a coda to
Black History Month. And I remember that fall kind of running around campus pulling my
hair out because I had no idea how I was supposed to say something new about race
relations or blackness.
And finally, I kind of sat down to myself and I realized I don't necessarily need to say
something new. I think I should actually say something old that should be heard, and
listened to, internalized yet again. So I looked to the archives at the National Museum of
African-American History and Culture-- long title-- that's in DC, and they have all of these
protest flyers, and pins, and posters that have incredible text on it. The words, and the
language, and the rhetoric of a movement.
And so we closed all of the flyers that I could find that were engaged with these ideas of
protest and freedom. And I composed those into a poem. So I don't necessarily consider
it really my poem, but more so a poem that's calling forth on the language of what
created the freedom that I get to exist is today. It's called "Old Jim Crow Got to Go."
Whose face is white as snow, everywhere Daisy goes no dogs, no Negro, I am a man. I
am the way I am. I look the way I look, I am my age. Black power core Malcolm X
speaks for me. He died to make men free. Malcolm's legacy, one man, one vote, SNCC,
don't you want to be free?
I'm for King's Way, watch your backs cooking and smoking. Where we at? Black males,
an endangered species, a perspective on solidarity. Black is beautiful. Free Angela Davis
liberation in the making. Angela's free. Free all political prisoners. 50% black woman
artist revolutionary hope.
Shirley Chisolm, unbiased and nought anatomy of the black aesthetic. An examination.
Nikki Giovanni, poet, critic. Go home. Harriet Tubman, home. She allegedly has
purchased several guns in the past. Consider possibly armed and dangerous.

I believe Anita Hill, age 26, height 5' 8", hair black, occupation, teacher. Small scars on
both knees, race, Negro, nationality, American. Woman. Free. Our sisters, what can a
girl do? What have women done? What can you do? End racism and suppression.
Testimony from a black sister marks the beginning in the hearts and the lives of all black
men and women. Get it together. We march with Selma, we march through Montgomery.
The moonwalk won't be as bad as our walk. Move on over.
We'll move on over you, lifting as we climb. We shall overcome. Freedom, ride core.
Keep us flying, keep us flying. Don't you want to be free? Liberty and equality, they shall
not die.

7.

Seamus Heaney, “Villanelle for an Anniversary” (1986)

The atom lay unsplit, the west unwon,
The books stood open and the gates unbarred.
The maps dreamt on like moondust. Nothing stirred.
The future was a verb in hibernation.
A spirit moved, John Harvard walked the yard.
Before the classic style, before the clapboard,
All through the small hours of an origin,
The books stood open and the gate unbarred.
Night passage of a migratory bird.
Wingflap. Gownflap. Like a homing pigeon
A spirit moved, John Harvard walked the yard.
Was that his soul (look) sped to its reward
By grace or works? A shooting star? An omen?
The books stood open and the gate unbarred.
Begin again where frosts and tests were hard.
Find yourself or founder. Here, imagine
A spirit moves, John Harvard walks the yard,
The books stand open and the gates unbarred.
8.

Robert Lowell, “Skunk Hour” (1958)

“Skunk Hour.”

“Nautilus Island's hermit heiress still lives through winter in her Spartan cottage; Her
sheep still graze above the sea. Her son's a bishop. Her farmer is first selectman in our
village; she's in her dotage.
Thirsting for the hierarchic privacy of Queen Victoria's century, she buys up all the
eyesores facing her shore, and lets them fall. The season's ill-- we've lost our summer
millionaire, who seemed to leap from an LL Bean catalog. His nine-knot yawl was
auctioned off to lobstermen.
A red fox stain covers Blue Hill. And now our fairy decorator brightens his shop for fall;
his fishnet's filled with orange cork, orange his cobbler's bench and awl; there is no
money in his work, he'd rather marry. One dark night, my Tudor Ford—"
That's spelled T-U-D-O-R and means "two doors"—
“One dark night, my Tudor Ford climbed the hill's skull; I watched for love cars. Lights
turned down, they lay together, hull to hull, where the graveyard shelves on the town. My
mind's not right.
A car radio bleats, 'Love, O careless Love.' I hear my ill spirit sob in each blood cell, as if
my hand were at its throat. I myself am hell; nobody's here-- only skunks, that search in
the moonlight for a bite to eat. They march on their soles up Main Street: white stripes,
moonstruck eyes' red fire under the chalk-dry and spar spire of the Trinitarian Church.
I stand on top of our back steps and breathe the rich air-- a mother skunk with her
column of kittens swills the garbage pail. She jabs her wedge-head in a cup of sour
cream, drops her ostrich tail, and will not scare.”
9.

Claudia Rankine, “Making Room” (2015)

Note: For the audio clip, begin with “We had a very interesting discussion….” (not “But
we had a very interesting discussion”).
We had a very interesting discussion about what it means to recognize a break in
American society and how you then address it. Obviously, you vote. But then you also
put your body in that place.
“On the train, the woman standing makes you understand there are no seats available.
And in fact, there is one. Is the woman getting off in the next stop? No. She would rather
stand all the way to Union Station. The space next to the man is the pause in a
conversation you are suddenly rushing to fill. You step quickly over the woman's fear, a
fear she shares. You let her have it.
The man doesn't acknowledge you as you sit down because the man knows more about
the unoccupied seat than you do. For him, you imagine it is more like breath than
wonder. He has had to think about it so much, you wouldn't call it thought. When another
passenger leaves his seat and the standing woman sits, you glance over at the man.
He's gazing out the window into what looks like darkness.
You sit next to the man on the train, bus, in the plane, waiting room, anywhere he could
be forsaken. You put your body there in proximity to, adjacent to, alongside. You don't

speak unless you are spoken to, and your body speaks to the space you fill. And you
keep trying to fill it, except the space belongs to the body of the man next to you, not to
you.
Where he goes, the space follows him. If the man left his seat before Union Station, you
would simply be a person in a seat on the train. You would cease to struggle against the
unoccupied seat. When, where, why? The space won't lose its meaning. You imagine if
the man spoke to you, he would say, it's OK. I'm OK. You don't need to sit here. You
don't need to sit.
And you sit and look past him. Into the darkness, the train is moving through a tunnel. All
the while, the darkness allows you to look at him. Does he feel you looking at him? You
suspect so. What does suspicion mean? What does suspicion do? The soft gray-green
of your cotton coat touches the sleeve of him. You are shoulder to shoulder though
standing you could feel shadowed. You sit to repair whom, who.
You erase that thought, and it might be too late for that. It might forever be too late or too
early. The train moves too fast for your eyes to adjust to anything beyond the man, the
window, the tiled tunnel, its slick darkness. Occasionally, a white light flickers by like a
displaced sound.
From across the aisle tracks room harbor world, a woman asks a man in the rows ahead
if he would mind switching seats. She wishes to sit with her daughter or son. You hear,
but you don't hear. You can't see. It's then the man next to you turns to you. And as if
from inside your own head, you agree that if anyone asks you to move, you'll tell them,
we are traveling as a family.”
10. Adrienne Rich, “For the Felling of an Elm in Harvard Yard” (1951)
"For the Felling of an Elm in the Harvard Yard."
"They say the ground precisely swept, no longer feeds with rich decay the roots
enormous in their age, that long and deep beneath have slept. So the great spire is
overthrown, and sharp saws have gone hurtling through the rings that three slow
centuries wore; The second oldest elm is down.
The shade where James and Whitehead strolled becomes a litter on the green. The
young men pause along the paths to see the axes glinting bold. Watching the hewn trunk
dragged away, some turn the symbol to their own, and some admire the clean dispatch
with which the aged elm came down."
11. Mary Ruefle, “Short Lecture on Shakespeare” (2013)
“Short lecture on Shakespeare.”
“They say there are no known facts about Shakespeare because if it were his pen name,
as many believe, then whom that bed was willed to is a moot point. Yet, there is one
hard, cold, clear fact about him, a fact that freezes the mind that dares to contemplate it.
In the beginning, William Shakespeare was a baby and knew absolutely nothing. He
couldn't even speak.”

12. Wallace Stevens, “Final Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour” (1952)
"Light the first light of evening, as in a room in which we rest, and, for small reason, think
the world imagined is the ultimate good. This is, therefore, the intensest rendezvous. It is
in that thought that we collect ourselves, out of all the indifferences, into one thing.
Within a single thing, a single shawl wrapped tightly round us, since we are poor, a
warmth, a light, a power, the miraculous influence.
Here, now, we forget each other and ourselves. We feel the obscurity of an order, a
whole, a knowledge, that which arranged the rendezvous. Within its vital boundary, in the
mind. We say God and the imagination are one. How high that highest candle lights the
dark. Out of this same light, out of the central mind, we make a dwelling in the evening in
which being there together is enough."
That's all.
[APPLAUSE]
13. Ocean Vuong, “Not Even This” (2020)
Ocean Vuong:
Hey, I used to be a fag, now I'm a checkbox. The pen tip jabbed in my back, I feel the
mark of progress.
I will not dance alone in the municipal graveyard at midnight, blasting sad songs on my
phone for nothing. I promise you, I was here. I felt things that made death so large it was
indistinguishable from air, and I went on destroying inside it like wind in a storm.
The way Little Peep says, I'll be back in the morning, when you know how it ends. The
way I kept dancing when the song was over, because it freed me. The way the street
light blinks once before waking up for its night shift like we do. The way we look up and
whisper sorry to each other. The boy and I, when there's teeth, when there's always
teeth on purpose. When I throw myself into gravity and made it work, ha.
I made it out by the skin of my griefs. I used to be a fag, now I'm lit, ha. Once, at a party
set on a rooftop in Brooklyn for an artsy vibe, a young woman said, sipping her drink,
you're so lucky you're gay. Plus you get to write about war and stuff. I'm just white.
Pause. I got.
[LAUGHTER]
Pause. I got nothing. Laughter, glasses clinking. Unlike feelings, blood gets realer when
you feel it, because everyone knows yellow pain pressed into American letters turns to
gold.
Our sorrow, Midas touched napalm with a rainbow afterglow. I'm trying to be real, but it
costs too much. They say the Earth spins, and that's why we fall, but everyone knows it's

the music. It's been proven difficult to dance to machine gun fire. Still, my people made a
rhythm this way.
Away, my people so still in the photographs, as corpses. My failure was that I got used to
it. I looked at us, mangled under the time photographer's shadow and stopped thinking,
get up. Get up. I saw the graveyard steam in the pinkish dawn, and knew the dead were
still breathing, ha.
If they come from me, take me out. What if it wasn't the crash that made me, but the
debris? What if it was meant this way, the mother, the lexicon, the line of cocaine on the
Mohawk boy's collarbone in an East Village sublet in 2007? What's wrong with me, doc?
There must be a pill for this.
Too late. These words already shrapnel in your brain. Impossible in high school, I am
now the ultimate linebacker. I plow through the page, making a path for you, dear reader,
going nowhere, because the fairy tales were right. You'll need magic to make it out of
here.
Long ago, in another life, on an Amtrak through Iowa, I saw for a few blurred seconds a
man standing in the middle of a field of winter grass, hands at his side, back to me, all of
him stopped there, save for his hair scraped low by wind. When the countryside resumed
its wash of gray wheat, tractors, gutted barns, black sycamores and herdless pastures, I
started to cry.
I put my copy of Didion's The White Album down and folded a new dark around my
head. The woman beside me stroked my back, saying in a Midwestern accent that
wobbled with tenderness, go on son. You get that out now. No shame in breaking open.
You get that out, and I'll fetch us some tea, which made me lose it even more. She came
back with Lipton in paper cups, her eyes nowhere blue and there. She was silent all the
way to Missoula, where she got off and said, patting my knee, God is good. God is good.
I can say it was beautiful now, my harm, because it belonged to no one else. To be a
dam for damage, my shittiness will not enter the world, I thought, and quickly became my
own hero. Do you know how many hours I've wasted watching straight boys play video
games?
[LAUGHTER]
Enough.
[LAUGHTER]
Time is a mother. Lest we forget, the morgue is also a community center. In my
language, the one I recall now only by closing my eyes, the word for love is yeu and the
word for weakness is yeu? How you say what you mean changes what you say. Some
call this prayer, I call it watch your mouth.
When they zipped my mother in a body bag, I whispered, Rose, get out of there, your
plants are dying. Enough is enough. Body, doorway that you are, be more than what I'll
pass through.

Stillness, that's what it was. The man in the field in the red sweater. He was so still he
became somehow more true, like a knife wound in a landscape painting. Like him, I
caved. I caved and decided it will be joy from now on. Then everything opened. The
lights blazed around me into a white weather, and I was lifted, wet and bloody, out of my
mother, screaming and enough.

14. William Carlos Williams, “Spring and All” and “This Is Just to Say” (1951)
"By the road to the contagious hospital under the surge of the blue mottled clouds driven
from the northeast, a cold wind. Beyond, the waste of broad muddy fields brown with
dried weeds, standing and fallen. Patches of standing water, the scattering of tall trees.
All along the road the reddish purplish, forked, upstanding, twiggy stuff of bushes and
small trees, with dead, brown leaves under them, leafless vines. Lifeless in appearance,
sluggish dazed spring approaches. They enter the new world naked, cold, uncertain of
all save that they enter. All about them the cold, familiar wind.
Now the grass, tomorrow the stiff curl of wildcarrot leaf. One by one objects are defined.
It quickens, clarity, outline of leaf, but now the stark dignity of entrance. Still the profound
change has come upon them. Rooted, they grip down and begin to awaken."
And this one, I think, has been used for teaching.
[LAUGHTER]
Modern American poetry is like a man without a head. We've got the whole body of
English literature right there. All that we need is a head, that's all.
"This is just to say I have eaten the plums that were in the icebox and which you were
probably saving for breakfast. Forgive me. They were delicious, so sweet and so cold."
Let me read it again.
[LAUGHTER]
"This is just to say I have eaten the plums that were in the icebox and which you were
probably saving for breakfast. Forgive me. They were delicious, so sweet and so cold."
I've been psychoanalyzed.
[LAUGHTER]
I think someone, I won't mention his name, who ah, the secret of Dr. Williams is in the
last line. "And so cold."
[LAUGHTER]
Well, I have some ideas on that too, but we won't talk about them here.

